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The IoT Hacker's Handbook: A Practical Guide to Hacking the Internet of ThingsApress, 2019

	
		
			Take a practioner’s approach in analyzing the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and the security issues facing an IoT architecture.  
		


		
			You’ll review the architecture's central components, from hardware communication interfaces, such as UARTand SPI, to radio protocols, such as BLE...
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Generic Pipelines Using Docker: The DevOps Guide to Building Reusable, Platform Agnostic CI/CD FrameworksApress, 2018

	
		Create generic pipelines to reduce your overall DevOps workload and allow your team to deliver faster. This book helps you get up to speed on the pros and cons of generic pipeline methodology, and learn to combine shell scripts and Docker to build generic pipelines.

	
		In today’s world of micro-services and agile...
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Practical Haskell: A Real World Guide to ProgrammingApress, 2019

	
		Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the Haskell language, its libraries and environment, and to the functional programming paradigm that is fast growing in importance in the software industry. This book contains excellent coverage of the Haskell ecosystem and supporting tools, include Cabal and Stack for managing projects,...
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Thriving in the Gig Economy: Freelancing Online for Tech Professionals and EntrepreneursApress, 2018

	
		Take an in-depth look into the gig economy to see how tech professionals and entrepreneurs can earn a living as freelancers and contractors. Build your own business. The pros and cons of the lifestyle and what to expect from it are discussed.

	
		In this book, author Adam Sinicki explains the impact of the gig economy and...
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Python Continuous Integration and Delivery: A Concise Guide with ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Gain the techniques and tools that enable a smooth and efficient software development process in this quick and practical guide on Python continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD). Based on example applications, this book introduces various kinds of testing and shows you how to set up...
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Building Digital Experience Platforms: A Guide to Developing Next-Generation Enterprise ApplicationsApress, 2019

	
		Use digital experience platforms (DXP) to improve your development productivity and release timelines. Leverage the pre-integrated feature sets of DXPs in your organization's digital transformation journey to quickly develop a personalized, secure, and robust enterprise platform.

	
		In this book the authors examine...
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Agile Project Management with Azure DevOps: Concepts, Templates, and MetricsApress, 2019

	
		Roll up your sleeves and jump into Agile project management to use and customize Microsoft Azure DevOps. Organizations adopt Agile practices because they are a key enabler to run better projects, get more successful end results, and achieve an overall higher quality output. To benefit the most from Agile, you need an Application Life...
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Introducing Dart Sass: A Practical Introduction to the Replacement for Sass, Built on DartApress, 2019

	
		Leverage the power of Dart Sass to quickly create valid CSS styles for use within websites. This short project-oriented book simplifies the process of creating and manipulating Sass code in the browser, for websites, or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software. 

	
		Designed to be much...
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Beginning LoRa Radio Networks with Arduino: Build Long Range, Low Power Wireless IoT NetworksApress, 2019

	Create your own LoRa wireless projects for non-industrial use and gain a strong basic understanding of the LoRa technology, LoRa WAN, and LPWAN. 

	

	You'll start by building your first LoRa wireless channel and then move on to various interesting projects such as setting up networks with a LoRa gateway,...
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Machine Learning with PySpark: With Natural Language Processing and Recommender SystemsApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Build machine learning models, natural language processing applications, and recommender systems with PySpark to solve various business challenges. This book starts with the fundamentals of Spark and its evolution and then covers the entire spectrum of traditional machine learning algorithms along...
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Practical Microservices Architectural Patterns: Event-Based Java Microservices with Spring Boot and Spring CloudApress, 2019

	
		Take your distributed applications to the next level and see what the reference architectures associated with microservices can do for you. This book begins by showing you the distributed computing architecture landscape and provides an in-depth view of microservices architecture. Following this, you will work with CQRS, an essential...
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Practical Machine Learning and Image Processing: For Facial Recognition, Object Detection, and Pattern Recognition Using PythonApress, 2019

	
		
			
				
					Gain insights into image-processing methodologies and algorithms, using machine learning and neural networks in Python. This book begins with the environment setup, understanding basic image-processing terminology, and exploring Python concepts that will be useful for implementing the algorithms...
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